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Modular Representations of 
Classical Lie Algebras and Semisimple Groups 
J. E. HU~~PHREYS* 
Let K be an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic p. By a 
clussical Lie algebra over K we shall here understand a Lie algebra R obtained 
from a complex siwzple Lie algebra clc by the well-known procedure of 
Chevallep (see Refs. [I] and [ 151). In this paper, we discuss some aspects of 
the representation theory of n over K, announced earlier in Ref. [8], and then 
apply these results to the study of indecomposable modules for semisimple 
algebraic groups. All modules considered will be finite dimensional, unless 
otherwise indicated. 
Our main technical device is the systematic use of certain p”‘-dimensional 
qclic g modules, denoted Z,, (VZ = number of positive roots). After some 
preliminary results in Sections O-2, the exposition continues in two essentially 
independent directions, culminating in, respectively, Theorems 3. I, 4.1, 5.1, 
and Theorem 4.4. The former theorems explore the relationship (which we 
call “linkage”) between highest weights of composition factors in an inde- 
composable module, while the latter theorem relates the modules ZA to the 
principal indecomposable modules of the restricted universal enveloping 
algebra of 9. Finally, Theorem 4.5 brings these two chains of reasoning 
together. Some complements are provided in Sections 6 and 7. 
The assumption that the root system is iwrducible avoids a few technical 
complications, but is not really essential. The transition to the general case 
is almost immediate: The Lie algebra attached by Chevalley’s process to a 
semisimple complex Lie algebra is actually a direct sum of algebras of the 
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type we consider, being the Lie algebra of a direct product of simply connected 
Chevalley groups of simple type [ 15, Section 51. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
Let ,Y be the (irreducible) root system of gc relative to a Cartan subalgebra 
and let n = ‘a: 
;2:,4Ez;HI, I 
, i ,..., 01~) be a simple system. Fix a Chevalley basis 
< i < Z} of gc; if nz is the Z span of this basis, then by 
definition g ::m g, @ K. For convenience, we also denote by A’-, and Iii the 
corresponding basis elements of g. MTrite h = I), @ K ( = span of the Hi in g). 
Using Kostant’s theorem [I, Theorem 1.4; 15, Section 21, which describes 
a Z basis of the Z form %z of the universal enveloping algebra ///c of sc 
generated by all Xa’lljm! (a E z’, m > 0), one is able to construct an admissible 
lattice (lattice stable under %z) in an arbitrary 9c module. In particular, let I’,, 
be an irreducible gc module of highest weight A, and let v,, t IfA be a maximal 
sector (a nonzero weight vector annihilated by all & , 01 E IT); then ‘Nzc,, is an 
admissible lattice, the unique smallest Z form of I’, , which includes z’s and is 
stable under %Yi, . Tensoring with K yields a restricted g module rA , which is 
simultaneously a module for the simply connected Chevalley group G 
constructed from gc over K. If ZJ~ again denotes the maximal vector z’(, @ 1 
in t’, , then z.‘,, has weight A, where “weight” refers either to a linear function 
on 1~ or to a rational character on the corresponding maximal torus T of G 
(the former being the differential of the latter); it is convenient to allow A to 
mean either of these notions, depending on context. 
It is easy to see that the G module VA is cyclic, generated by ZJ” [15, p. 212, 
exercise (c)]. This would not necessarily be the case if we chose a different 
admissible lattice (cf., [15, p. 2121); nevertheless, the composition factors of 
the resulting G module (multiplicities counted) always coincide with those 
of I’,+ . This is analogous to a theorem of Brauer-Nesbitt [7, 82.11 for modular 
group representations obtained by reduction mod p. The proof is not 
difficult: The sum of weights (with multiplicities) occurring in I’, is an 
element of the weight lattice attached to l), invariant under the Weyl group W 
of gc; this lattice identifies canonically with the character group X(T) of T, 
on which the Weyl group of G (which is again W) acts accordingly; but 
W-invariant elements of X( T) are expressible uniquely as integral combinations 
of the weight sums associated with the irreducible modules for G.l In what 
follows, we shall be concerned only with VA (and with this only at a couple of 
points). 
Let A denote the collection of pr restricted weights h characterized by the 
1 See, for example, J. P. SERRE, “Groupes de Grothendieck des schbmas en groupes 
reductifs d&ploy&,” Sect. 3.6, Publ. Math. I.H.E.S. no. 34, 1968. 
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conditions 0 < X(H,) < p, 1 Q i < 1. For each h E (1 let M, be a (restricted) 
irreducible g module of highest weight X; it is known that MA is a homo- 
morphic, but not always isomorphic, image of VA. The collection 
./I’== (113, 1 X E A> exhausts the (isomorphism classes of) restricted irreducible g 
modules; each &ZA is also an irreducible G module, and in fact all irreducible 
G modules are obtainable by Steinberg’s method as “twisted” tensor products 
of these [l, Theorem 7.5; 14, Section 5; 15, Section 121. 
Let # and 9 be the respective universal enveloping algebras of g and lj 
over K, and let % and 2 be the restricted universal enveloping algebras 
(u algebras), of respective dimensions paim n and ~9. (Left) q/ modules corre- 
spond precisely to restricted (left) g modules. We remark that any u-aZgebra is 
Frobenius, a fact which will enable us to use some standard information about 
multiplicities in Section 4; see Ref. [l I] f or reference to this theorem of 
A. Berkson. 
Finally, we record here some elementary observations about the structure 
of a finite-dimensional commutative, associative algebra il over K, which are 
very special cases of theorems in Ref. [7]. The radical of A is just the collection 
of nilpotents in A, and the semisimple algebra iz = A/rad il is uniquely 
expressible as a direct sum of ideals &< (each isomorphic to K), where the pi 
are uniquely determined primitive idempotents. Lifting, we get iz expressed 
as the direct sum of indecomposable ideals iZe, , where it is easily seen that 
the idempotents ei are uniquely determined. Therefore, there is a unique 
semisimple subalgebra of A complementary to rad ,1 (a “IVedderburn 
factor”), viz., Ke, + ... + Ke, (t = dim -3.). A has exactly t maximal ideals, 
each the kernel of an irreducible representation of d (under which the 
appropriate e, is sent to l), and the intersection of these ideals is rad ‘4. 
1. STANDARD CYCLIC MODULES AND CHARACTERS 
DEFINITION. A cyclic G module, or g module, generated by a maximal 
vector (of weight h) will be called standard cyclic (of weight h). 
We noted above that for any weight h, v, is a standard cyclic G module. 
Using a technique borrowed from lectures of A. Bore1 [I, proof of 
Theorem 6.41, we can deduce from this the following fact. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If h E A, the g module VA (constructed from the admissible 
lattice %zv,) is standard cyclic of weight A, generated by v,, . 
Proof. The operator X,“/;! on V, preserves the lattice, hence, defines an 
operator X,,i on VA (which is simply Xmi/i! if i < p, but which cannot be so 
represented if i + p). Then the operation of the unipotent element xa(t) of G 
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Here A! :m &z 8% I, C~~z the subring of ///z MTith 1 generated by all (t;) as 
in Ref. [ 15, Section 21. 
Now let c’ be the g submodulc of I/.,, generated by z,, . Since ~,r generates 
Ji, as G module, it will suffice to show that I’ is stable under the action of G. 
For this it suffices in turn to show that am, stabilizes J7 for all -Z in, 
t E K. Now the assumption that X t A is cquivalcnt to the statement that for 
01 simple, the weight string A, X - (Y, h ~~ 2x,... terminates before we reach 
A - p0l. In particular, Lvph(t)z+) E V, i.e., A-,,,p.,, C I7 for all i >z 0. Since 
XC,r,, 2 0, it is equally true that -Y,,, T’,, E I7 for all i 3-; 0. Proceed now 
step-by-step, with fixed (Y t 17: Let u! t I ’ be such that X~L,,,z~ E I,- for i 2~ 0. 
If j3 E z” our commutation formulas (and induction on ;) show that 
S~-,~jS-,,w 5 V for i >= 0. K ow I,- is spanned by the vectors 
for an arbitrary ordering of the uz positive roots ,!3i ,..., /3,,, , because the 
u algebra # has a PoincareeBirkhoff-TVitt (PBi1) basis. Our argument, 
therefore, shows that all Xi ,,,, (CX t n, i Y: 0) stabilize I., so G does. Q.E.U. 
It is obvious that a standard cyclic G module J7 of weight A is indecom- 
posable, since the weight space for h is one dimensional; this also forces J- 
to have a unique maximal submodule viz. the sum of all proper submodules 
(-- sum of all proper standard cyclic submodules). But some collapsing of 
weights may occur when we take differentials, so that X ma>- occur with 
greater multiplicity than enc. In spite of this, Bradcn is able to prove the 
following [4] : 
PROPOSITION 1.2. 9 standard cyclic g module LY (restricted OY not) is 
indecomposable and possesses a unique ma.rimal submodule. 
Proof. Let no be a maximal vector of V. The PoincarC-Birkhoff-1Vitt 
theorem implies that JI is spanned by vector monomials (‘:) X:,1 ... S-.,,,z’,, , 
where y, ,..., yt is any string of positive roots (repetitions allowed.) To this 
vector in F, we may assign a “level” xi level (ri), where the level of a positive 
root is the sum of coefficients in its expression as a linear combination of 
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simple roots. Different ways of writing (*) may lead to different levels (e.g., 
when (*) is zero), but the levels assigned to nonzwo vector monomials in I’ arc 
bounded , since the subalgebra II’ of g spanned by negative root vectors is 
nilpotent. Sow choose a basis B for V consisting of u0 together with other 
vector monomials. Suppose F is decomposable: I’ == 1, 0 I’? , and write 
7’ 0 %‘I 7’? (v, t V,). At least one of the V, must have nonzero z*,, component 
cz,, (relative to the basis B), say z1 Then we claim that I-, m= I’. Otherwise, 
at least one nonzero vector monomial (*) lies outside I, , and we choose it 
to have highest possible level (among all possible wa)-s of expressing all 
possible vector monomials outside lT1). Then SP,. “. dYP2 trl t I-, , and this 
vector is the sum of cXY1 ... XVd.9tz’0 (which is non&o and outside lYJ along 
with \.-arious vector monomials of strictly higher level (which lie in T’, 1,) 
choice of (*)), whence a contradiction. Our argument proves not only that CT 
is indecomposable, but also that every proper submodule of P- lies in the 
subspacc spanned by B ~ (v,,}. Therefore, the sum of all proper submodules 
of I-is distinct from V, hcncc is the unique maximal submodule of I/‘. QED. 
Krmwks. (1) It seems to bc an open question whcthcr the unique 
maximal suhmodule of I- in Proposition 1.2 must be generated by maximal 
vectors, but examples computed by K. Burgoyne suggest a negative answer.? 
(2) The g module C’, in Proposition I. 1 is restricted, since the corre- 
sponding linear Lie algebra in End( I’,,) 1 IS xecisely the Lie algebra of the 
linear group representing G on I;, . Since WC‘ are ultimately interested in the 
modular representations of G, we nsszme henceforth that all representntions of $1 
under consideration me restricted; so the notions of g module and ?P module 
will be equivalent. 
(3) In his thesis (see [3]) and in more recent unpublished work [4], 
Braden has discussed for types A, and B, the composition factors of the 
$1 modules I/,, . The results, while they confirm a general principle to be 
formulated below (see Theorem 4.1), are rather complicated, and the direct 
methods used to obtain them appear to be very difficult to extend to higher 
ranks (or even to GJ. N. Burgoyne has recently developed an cfficicnt 
method for computing composition factors in individual modules; his 
examples in ranks 2, 3, 4 become rather more complicated than Braden’s. 
In characteristic 0 the “most general” standard cyclic module for gc is 
always infinite-dimensional; the structure of such modules is studied in 
detail by Verma in his thesis [16, 171. H ere we shall consider the analog for g, 
borrowing some notions from Verma, Cartier, and Harish-Chandra et al. 
” Cf., the analogous Theorem 1 of Ref. [17]; however, Braden observes that the 
proof given in [ 161 is incomplete. Added in proof: A counterexample has recently been 
found by I. I. Bernstein, I. M. Gel’fand, and S. I. Gel’fand. 
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If {& ,..., pm] is the set of positive roots, let X, ,..., X,,, and k; ,..., I-,,! be the 
corresponding X,, and X-,. , respectively. As standard PBW basis for 22, 
take the monomials 
Let n and 11’ be the subalgebras of g spanned by the -ri and Yi , respectively, 
and let J’” and .M’ be their u algebras. 
If h E /l, denote by I,, the left ideal in ‘)/ generated by all Xi , I < i < m, 
and all Hi - X(H,) . I, I 5; i < 1. Set ZA ::= ‘R/I, . The canonical map 
22 - 2, induces a (left) N’-module homomorphism of .N’ onto Z,, . Indeed, 
the coset of 1 in Z, is a maximal vector of weight X. Therefore, dim Z, <\ 
p”l = dim M’. Moreover, if I/ is any standard cyclic g module of weight h, 
with maximal vector q, , then evidently I,,v,, :-= 0 and the map -‘N -+ V 
(sending 1 to nO) is a %-module homomorphism factoring through Z,, 
One can also view Z, as an induced module (cf., [16]): Extend h first to a 
K-linear map b :. 1) f n ---f K by decreeing that X(n) = 0. This extended X 
is a restricted homomorphism of Lie algebras, since 6 is Abelian, [IJ, n] C 11, 
andh(HJ =: X(H,“) = X(H,)p [A(Hi), b . g em an element of the prime field of K]. 
Denote by M the one-dimensional b module (or 9’ module) thus obtained. 
Next, form the induced ?l module AT = ?/ @a M. If m spans 112, it is clear 
that 1 @ m is a maximal vector of weight h in N, and that N = ?/(l @ m) 
is standard cyclic. Therefore, N is a homomorphic image of Z, . On the other 
hand, a?/ is K isomorphic to .M’ on- lJA (by PBW), so iV is K isomorphic to 
J”’ ~3~ M, a vector space of dimension p”’ = dim A”‘. We already know 
that dim Z,, < p’)l, which forces ZA to be isomorphic to :V (as ,?‘l modules). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The canonical map # + Z,, , restricted to JV”, is an 
isomorphism of (left) JV’ modules; in particular, dim Z,, = pfn and I,, n N’ = 0. 
r\jext we look for minimal vectors (nonzero vectors killed by all YJ in Z,, . 
This information plays an essential role in Section 4. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let (01~ ,..., CX”J be any ordering of the positive roots. If 
ht(a,) = h, assume that all exponents ii in I’$ ... Y$ for which ht(olj) + h are 
equal to p - 1. Then, if Yk is inserted anywhere into this expression, the result 
is 0. 
Proof. Use downward induction on h. For maximal h, k;, commutes with 
everything, so we can combine it with the term Yl-’ (assumed to be present) 
to produce 0. In general, we have to commutate in order to move Yk toward 
Yi-‘. At each step a new monomial might be introduced, with cY, = [Y,7 , Y,] 
replacing an occurrence of Y, . This new monomial is obtained from one of 
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our standard ones by the insertion of Y, (disregarding scalar multiples), 
and clearly Izt(ol,) > At(+), ht(a,). It is still true that exponents are p - 1 for 
roots of height at least ht(c+), since the only exponent we have reduced is 
that of Ye,s . So the induction hypothesis implies that our new monomial is 0, 
and therefore I:, may finally be combined with YF-’ to produce 0. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. L% to scalar multiples, Z, has a unique minimal vector, 
the coset of Ylpl ... Yg-‘, zchere (cyl ,..., ’ a,,,) zs any ordering of the positive roots. 
Proof. Lemma 1.4 shows that the coset of Y-l-l ... YL-’ is a minimal 
vector of Z, . (This is of course not the 0 coset, thanks to Proposition 1.3.) 
Now fix an order ((or ,..., am) compatible with decreasing height, and suppose 
Y E .N’ represents a minimal vector of Z,: This means all Y,Y = 0, in view 
of Proposition 1.3. Write Y as linear combination of distinct (hence, linearly 
independent) monomials Yil . Yk (exponents between 0 and p - 1). 
Evidently, the condition Y,Y = 0 forces the various exponents i, occurring 
in the components of Y to be equal to p - 1. Proceed inductively, with 
j = I, 2,... to show that all i, = p - 1. To compute YjI’ we must move Yj 
past y:,-1 . . . Yj”_l (assumed inductively to be at the beginning of each 
component of Y). At each step we may have to introduce a new summand, in 
which some Yi(i < j) is replaced by a multiple of [Y, , Y,]; but the latter 
insertion produces 0, as in Lemma 1.4, so k; may in fact be moved to its 
correct position without introducing any new summands. Evidently all 
exponents of Yj are now forced to be p - 1, just as in the first step of the 
induction. iVl;e conclude, finally, that Y must have been a scalar multiple 
of Y”-r ... Yilm’. Combined with the first line of the proof, this completes the 1 
argument. Q.E.D. 
Remark. There is a more sophisticated way to prove the uniqueness 
assertion in the Proposition 1.5, using the fact that JV’ is a Frobenius algebra. 
It is easy to see (cf., Section 4 below) that ,Y’ is indecomposable as left 
J”-module. It follows then from Ref. [7, (58.12)] that the left ./-module 
&‘“’ has a unique irreducible submodule, which is clearly 1 dimensional. 
1Ve remark also that the proof of Lemma 1.4 is similar in spirit to arguments in 
Refs. [ 111 and [6, 1.2.11. Finally, we observe that the uniqueness assertion in 
1.5 provides an independent proof that Z, is indecomposable (not using 
Proposition 1.2). 
Now we introduce certain characters analogous to those of Harish-Chandra 
[ 12, exposes 18, 191. Let V be the center of @. Since Z, is indecomposable 
and K is algebraically closed, Fitting’s Lemma implies that each element of %? 
acts as a scalar plus a nilpotent; since % is commutative, the function 
XA : 59 --f K assigning to C its single eigenvalue on Z, is a homomorphism of 
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K algebras. Moreover, x,,(C) is the single eigenvalue of C on an)- subhomo- 
morphic image of ZA , from which we deduce: 
PR~POSITIOS 1.6. x,) ,yiL if 111, and I& occur as composition factol-s qf 
some standard cyclir g module. 
I~EFINITION. Let IV be the T\yeyl group of !jc , p halfsum of positive 
roots. If A, p E A, viewed as functions on 11, satisfy: X j- p =- (p - p)” fat 
some o E IV, then WC‘ say h and p are linked and write X - p. 
It is clear that linkage is an equivalence relation on A, since (A& -mm A,,, , 
where we write A,, = (A -! p)” ~~ p. There is always a linkage class having 
only one member: Take A = (p - I)p; this weight yields the “Steinberg 
module” JW,, = lIA -= Z,, , the unique irreducible $1 module of maximal 
dimension prfL [14, Section 81. The condition X ~k IL is analogous to Harish- 
Chandra’s condition for equality of “characters” in the infinite-dimensional 
case [12, 19-091. 
Assume the notation chosen so that .Y, ,..., .Y( and 1-, . . . . . I-, correspond 
to &fl. The following formulas are to be verified by induction on 71 I- 0 
in the universal enveloping algebra of nc [ 16, Section 31: 
[A-, , Y:‘,‘] --: 0, 0 ( i _ j -:’ 1, 
[Xi , J-:“I z-1 --(72 + l)Y;‘yn . I -- H,), 0 :; i =< I, 
[Hj, I/:‘-11 = --(n + l)#X@JF,“‘l, Od. \ z, j :< I. 
The first formula follows from the fact that 01; - ni is not a root. For the 
second, write 
then use induction and the fact that the third formula holds for n in place of 
n + 1. The third formula itself follows from an obvious induction. 
These formulas hold equally well in 22, and even in @ (where both sides 
always vanish when n is at least p - 1). In particular, if h E A, set n = h(lli), 
viewed as an integer between 0 and p ~ 1. Then two possibilities arise: 
(i) n = p - 1, so Y;in+’ == 0 in @; (ii) n < p - 1, so I’;+’ #= 0 and the 
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corresponding coset in Z, is a maximal vector of weight X - (U $ 1)~~ . 
To set this, use the three formulas above, and notice that the right-hand side 
of the third formula is congruent (modI,) to (h(Hj) - (n + l)iu,(H,))Yj”+‘. 
But when 0 = oi is reflection relative to the simple root (Y~, then A, = 
h - (W,) -i- l)% > since oi permutes the positive roots other than ‘xi . In 
case (i), A, ~ X and we get nothing new; in case (ii), we have produced a 
maximal \-ector of a new weight linked to A, hence a composition factor M,,, . 
‘Il’e conclude that if h and p are linked by a simple reflection, then A1A and lll,L 
occur as composition factors in both Z,, and Z,, . Transitivity of linkage allows 
us to state (using Proposition 1.6): 
THEOREM 2. I. h w p implies xn = xU . 
Remnvk. The above procedure for constructing maximal vectors in Z, 
can be iterated to some extent, because each such maximal vector yields a 
homomorphism ZU --f ZA (I* ~~= A,,) under which maximal vectors in ZU will 
be sent to (possibly new) maximal vectors in 2, (or to 0). To be more precise, 
let J,{ be the left ideal in ‘1G generated by I,, along with all IV,“‘Ht’~kl, 1 < i <I I, 
and set Z,,’ == i(‘/,‘JA . Clearly, we have epimorphisms 2, -> Z,\’ ---f F,, --f M,, . 
(Examples in A3z show already that these objects are in general distinct; 
cf., Section 7 below.) If we arc in case (i) above, we set Z,,(i) = 0; in case (ii), 
WC let Z,\(i) be the homomorphic image of Z,(p 7. X,,i) in Z,, , constructed 
by sending the coset of 1 in ZU to the maximal vector = coset of Yf’Hb”l in 
Z,, Then Z,!/Ci Z,,(i) is simply Z,,‘. The argument can be iterated within 
each nonzero Z,,(i), but further subquotients may be smaller than ZU’ for the 
weight p involved; therefore, it does not seem reasonable to expect a complete 
description of the submodules of Z,, to arise from this procedure. 
THEOIWM 2.2. X f- p implies that Z,, and Z, haze the same composition 
.factors (mdtiplirities included); in particular, M,L is a compositio?l.factov qf ZA . 
Proof. By transitivity of linkage, it suffices to prove this for X and 
p = hm8(#A). As in the preceding Remark, we have canonical maps + : ZU -F 
Z,(i) C Z,, and {/J : Z,, --• Zu(i) C Z, . If we identify elements of Z,{ and Z,, 
with their coset representatives in Jt“‘, then clearly 4 and S/J are induced by 
right multiplication by Y,“+’ and YLI)-(“-’ ‘), respectively, where IZ =: X(H,) and 
p ~ n ~ 2 ~:- p(Hi) (p 7 X - (n + 1)~~). Therefore, I,!J 0 + = 0 and 
Im 4 C ker 4. Conversely, we claim that kcr I,!J C Im 4. By renumbering the 
simple roots, we may assume i =-- 1. Then it is clear that ker #I is spanned by 
the cosets of the monomials 1.2 .” Elfl, where ;I > n + 1. This is, however, 
obviously a basis for Im 4 as well. By symmetry, we have also proved that 
ker 4 = -1, #. Now the composition factors of Z, are those of Im 4 along with 
those of ZJIm 4 = ZJker I/J a Im 4; similarly, the composition factors 
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of Z,, are those of Im z,L along with those of ZJIm $I = ZJker 4 % Im 4. So 
the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
The linkage class of h is in l-to-l correspondence with the TV orbit of 
h -I- p in A, so Theorem 2.1 shows there are no more characters than orbits. 
We can relate this to the blocks of +V as well [7, Section 551. The distinct (left) 
principa2 indecomposable modules (PIILl’s) of ?? correspond l-to-l with the 
elements of A’; namely, the PI;\1 li, has unique highest composition factor 
MA . Two PIiLl’s are said to be “linked” if they share a composition factor, 
and the sum of all PIM’s in a class of this equivalence relation is an inde- 
composable two-sided ideal of ?/, called a “block”. Now let B, be the block 
containing U, . Since Z, has a unique maximal submodule, by Proposition 1.2, 
it is clear that (under the canonical map +!! -+ 2,) some copy of I,‘,, maps onto 
Z, , whence every composition factor of Z,, belongs to the block B, . In view 
of Theorem 2.2, we can state: 
THEOREM 2.3. X y p implies L:, and U, are linked, so B, == B, 
This shows that the number of distinct blocks, say t, does not exceed the 
number of W orbits in A (and each block corresponds to a union of such 
orbits). By general principles (cf., 17, Section 851) t is equal to dim(%‘/rad %), 
and the blocks are distinguished from one another by the t distinct K algebra 
homomorphisms ?? --f K defined by block idempotents (cf. Section 0). 
These homomorphisms simply record the eigenvalues of elements of V on the 
various irreducible @ modules belonging to the respective blocks, so, in 
particular, the homomorphism defined by the block idempotent of B, is x,, . 
We conclude that xA --_ xu precisely when the linkage classes of A and p 
belong to the same block. If we could show that t equals the number of linkage 
classes (or W orbits in A), then it would follow that x,, I-= xU implies h - p. 
The next section is devoted to this question. 
3. INVARIANTS 
We would like to prove the converse of Theorem 2.1. However, our 
method breaks down when p is “small,” so we can only state the following 
partial converse. 
THEOREM 3.1. If p > Coxeter number of Z, then xn = xw implies h N p. 
Remark. The Coxeter number h (= order of the product of all simple 
reflections in W) for each of the simple types is as follows [2, pp. 250-2751: 
A,, I+ 1; B, or C, , 21; D, , 21- 2; E, , 12; E, , 18; E, , 30; F4, 12; G, , 6. 
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Whenever p > h, p does not divide the order of W [2, Chap. V, Section 6.21. 
Before proving Theorem 3.1 we must examine more closely the value of 
x,~ at a central element. There is a natural K-linear map /3: 
defined by /3( I’HX) = 0 if either Y or X is not I, /I(YHX) == H if Y = X = I 
(Y E Jt”‘, H E 2, X E Jlr standard b asis monomials). Compare [ 12, 1 S-051 
for the analogous map in characteristic 0, which we denote &.; it is clear that 
p : $7 - 2 can be defined similarly. If X E A is viewed (canonically) as a 
K-algebra homomorphism 2 - K, then from the very definition of x,, we 
obtain: x,,(C) = X@(C)) for C t ($7. Indeed, the scalar x*(C) is just the coef- 
ficient of a maximal vector v generating Z, in the expression of Cv relative 
to a suitable basis whose first element is v. We observe, moreover, that /3 ~ % 
is multiplicative: X(fi(CC’)) = xn(CC’) : xn(C)xa(C’) -: X@(C))X@(C’)) -: 
X@(C)fi(C’)), whence 
p(cC’) - p(C)p(C’) E n ker A. 
&A 
But this intersection is rad 2 = intersection of all maximal ideals of #, 
because each K-algebra homomorphism 3/e --f K (or maximal ideal of 2) 
comes from a restricted Lie algebra representation h 4 K, i.e., from some 
element of A. Finally, rad % := 0 because each H,r’ -= Hi (2 has no 
nonzero nilpotents). 
The linear map IJ 4 J? defined by Hi 4 Hi - p(H,) . 1 (p as before) 
is clearly a restricted homomorphism of h, because all p(HJ lie in the prime 
field of K. Therefore, it yields a K-algebra homomorphism y : 2 --f A?. 
Similarly, we get y’ : x - 2 sending Hi to Hi + p(H,) I, and the two 
composites are the identity. Therefore, y is an automorphism of 2. It is clear 
that an analogous map 9 can be defined on 2. Write 6 and 8 for the respective 
composites y 0 p, p 0 /7. It is convenient to record here the following fact, 
which is obvious if we use a PBW basis for each of 4?, %! built from the 
Chevalley basis. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let r : %? + @ be the canonical map. The following diagram 
commutes: 
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According to Theorem 2.1, X ,- p implies ,yI ~~ xU By the previous 
remarks, this in turn implies that A@(C)) : &3(C)), hence that 
In other words, since each v E 11 has the form X 7m p for some h t 11, all 
W conjugates of an arbitrary v agree on 6(K). This means that each v is 
constant on the W orbit of every element 6(C). Now J? is a @-dimensional 
commutative, semisimple associative algebra over the algebraically closed 
field K, hence is characterized by the p’ distinct K-algebra homomorphisms 
X + K provided by the elements of 11, i.e., the v t fl separate points of ;yt. 
\Ve conclude that 8(a) C .YP’ (7 algebra of Tt’invariants in 2). 
Let t’ denote the dimension of the semisimple algebra Xrr’. It is clear 
that the primitive idempotents here are just the sums over the various 
W orbits of primitive idempotents in .X. I?ut CP permutes the latter as it 
permutes the corresponding K-algebra homomorphisms .8 - K, i.e., as it 
permutes /I. i\‘e see from this that t’ number of M’ orbits in il. 
Observe next that ker(p %) = rad %. 0 ne inclusion is obvious. If 
C E % rad %, then (’ does not act trivially on ever)’ irreducible # module 
(i.c,, C nonnilpotent implies C 6 rad $1); hence xn(C‘) ,,’ 0 for some h. nut 
we saw that x,,(C) =- h@(C)), whence fl((‘) -i 0. It follows also that 
ker(6 %) rad %, whence t = dim %‘/rad % (~ number of blocks of 
+?) -4 dim Xw. = t’ ( number of W’ orbits in il). In view of the final 
remarks in Section 2, to prow Theorenr 3.1 it will .&lice to show that t -- t’, OY 
eguizalentb,, that S(X) ~~ A’++. 
\ITe proceed to a closer study of Prv. For this, some comparisons must hc 
made with the ordinary universal enveloping algebras. ,4s before, let Y : ‘//. + # 
be the canonical map. 
Proof. \l’e recall that ker(v 2) is the two-sided ideal generated by all 
13,” - H, , I 3: i x< 1. Kow the simple reflection CJ] sends H, to 
H, - [2(mr > aj);‘(aj > aj)]tlj , and since the integer coefficient here is equal to 
its pth poxver in the prime field of K, we deduce that ker(u 1 2) is W stable, 
i.e., Y : .# - 2 is a IV homomorphism. This implies that ~(2” ) C &’ ‘V. 
Conversely, since p does not divide I M’ I, a standard argument based on 
complete reducibility [9, Lemma 5. I .A] h s ows that invariants in X’ ma!; be 
lifted to invariants in R. 
Ren7arii. The proof of Lemma 3.3 can also be carried through \vhen p dots 
divide the order of IV, using a “semireductivity” technique of Nagata 
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[9, Lemma 5. I .B] along with the special fact that HiI’ == 11, . But we do not 
need this here. \Vc remark also that A. Bore1 has proved some closely related 
facts about inrariants of IV.” 
If R is any PID in which i W i is invertible, it is wvcllknown that the 
IV invariants in the polynomial algebra R[H, ,..., Zi,] again form a polynomial 
algebra in I variables, with minimal homogeneous generating set of uniquel!- 
determined degrees k, ,..., k, (the largest of these being the Coxeter number 
of If-) [2, Chap. V, Sections 5.3 and 5, exercise 21. In particular, let R be the 
ring of rational numbers whose denominators are relatively prime top, so that 
RjpR a F,, (the field of p elements). The canonical map R[H, ,..., II,] -> 
F,,[il[ ‘..., H,] is a surjective II’ homomorphism, clearly, and the assumption 
p ,L Ir (or just p r IV ~) shovz as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 that the ring of 
Il-inrariants maps onto the 11j7 invariants of F,,[H, ,..., Hi]. In turn the latter 
generate the ring of IV invariants in Y?, since invariants are preserved under 
base field extension. Finally, I,emma 3.3 shows that these in turn map onto 
J?’ M \\‘e conclude that Z”. is getzerated by its elements of degree less than p, 
and to prove Theorem 3.1 it will suffice to show that these may be “lifted” 
to elements of %, relative to 8. This we propose to do by going back to charac- 
teristic 0. 
Let 4/R and ZR be respective universal enveloping algebras of the R spans 
in nc of the full Chevalley basis, resp. of the H, . Clearly, &i is just the 
polynomial algebra R[H, ,..., NT] which appeared above. From elementat. 
principles,4 we see that (?/R @JR R/pR) @F, K is isomorphic to &, and 
similarlv for the subalgebra jr, , whence we obtain “reduction mod p” maps 
J/l R --f J// and ZR -F 2, to be denoted by s. One defines 6, by analogy with 
the earlier maps of /)i and 4!. Then the following lemma is proved in the 
same manner as Lemma 3.2. 
Now we can exploit some known facts about lifting invariants in charac- 
teristic 0. First, we recall Steinberg’s proof of a result of Chevalley, which is 
reproduced in [ 16, Appendix A]. The object is to lift W-invariant polynomial 
a A. BOREL, “SW la torsion des groupes de Lie,” J Math. Ptwes Afqd. (9) 35 (1956) 
127-l 39, Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.4. 
4 See N. BOURBAKI, “Groupcs et algkbres de Lie,” Chap. I, Section 2, No. 9, 
Hermann, Pnris, 1960. 
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functions on h, to Gc-invariant polynomial functions on gc (G, being a 
Chevalley group over C constructed from our Chevallep basis of sc). The 
polynomial functions on I), are polynomials in the fundamental dominant 
weights hi ,..., h,; moreover, the powers h” of all weights h suffice to span the 
algebra P(l),) of polynomial functions, by polarization (see below). If 
sym XL denotes the sum of the distinct images of /\k under W, then these 
elements span 9(h,) Mr; indeed, it suffices for this to let X run through just 
the dominant weights. Now use induction, relative to the usual partial order 
on dominant weights, for a fixed integer li > 0, to show that sym h” 
is liftable: Suppose this is known for all dominant weights lower than A. 
Take * to be the representation of g, having highest weight X, and set 
m,(p) ~~ multiplicity of the weight p in r. Then, Tr(n(S)L), SE gc is a 
Gc-invariant polynomial function on $Jc , whose restriction to ljc is 
multiplicity being constant on W orbits. The right side differs from sym 
A” by a W-invariant polynomial already known (by induction) to be liftable, 
so we’re done. 
Two comments must be made. First, if we use an admissible lattice in the 
representation space of r, the trace occurring in Steinberg’s proof will be 
a 2 polynomial in the linear functions dual to the Chevalley basis. Second, the 
process of polarization mentioned above entails expressing monomials of 
total degree k in Xi ,..., X, as linear combinations of pure Rth powers of various 
linear combinations of the Xi. This can all be done over Z, except for 
denominators divisible by primes less than k, hence can all be done over the 
ring R if WC are only concerned with lifting invariants of degree less 
than p. 
Relative to the Killing form on gc , one can realize the dual basis {X*, Hi*;. 
within gc itself; for example, in type il, we have the identifications S* :~: : Y, 
11” -=- AH, I’* = :X. In general, the donominators involved in expressing 
the dual basis in terms of the Chevalley basis involve nothing but factors of 
the discriminant of the Killing form; but the latter are all prime to p by our 
restriction p > h (cf., G. B. Seligman, “lLIodular Lie Algebras,” p. 47, 
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1967). 
In the standard argument in characteristic 0 (cf., [16, Appendix A]), one 
starts with a W-invariant element of X c , passes to an element of S(hJ+’ by 
going over to the dual basis, then lifts to a Gc-invariant polynomial on gc 
using Chevalley’s theorem above; the next step is to pass back to the Chevalley 
basis, writing a polynomial function first as a (commuting) tensor in terms of 
the dual basis, then replacing this with the corresponding tensor in terms of 
the Chevalley basis; the latter is no longer commuting, so one has to 
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symmetrize and then map the result (canonically) into %/, .5 The algorithm 
just described is implicit in the discussion of [12, expost 191, but is not 
emphasized there. In view of our preceding remarks, there is no special 
difficulty in carrying out the whole process over R, if we only wish to lift 
invariants of degrees less than p. (Th e symmetrization only requires 
denominators of the form k!, where lz is the degree.) 1Vc conclude that for 
each element of y%uW, there is a central element of +VR mapping back to the 
given element under 6, . Being central in GYR just means commuting with the 
Chevalley basis, and this property is evidently preserved under the “reduction 
mod p” map S, then under r. Combining this with Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, WC’ 
see finall\- that a generating set for .w’” lifts (relative to 6) to a subset of %, 
thus completing the proof of Theorem 3. I. 
Rrmark. 9 closer examination of some of the above steps shows that, 
under the assumption p > Il, one can do Steinberg’s proof of C’hevalley’s 
theorem directly in characteristic p. Samely, observe that ll’-invariant 
polynomials of degree less than p are adequate to generate the rest, then 
observe that these in turn can all bc gotten (by polarization) from those of 
the form sym (h”), and then lift the latter explicitly 1,~ constructing the 
appropriate tracts. Therefore, Y(n)” - Y(l))‘+ (which is always I -to-l) 
is onto in this case. If CJ is taken to be the Lie algebra of an acljoirzt group, 
it can be proved uniformly for arbitrary characteristic that the analogous map 
is onto.6 This proof actually goes through for p ,/ 2 for our algebra 1~. 
l%A~II~LE. Our proof via char 0 is awkward; one would like to find a more 
intrinsic method which might relax the restriction on p. Nonetheless, our 
method here is constructive in nature, as the following example illustrates. 
Consider the algebra $1 :m= s1(2, K) of type il, , with the usual Chevalle) 
basis (S, H, II). Assume p + 2. As a generator of yFr’ (or of G?‘“‘) we may 
take H’ (which also works when p 2). If X is the fundamental dominant 
weight, then h ~~ H*; we have to see how the polynomial h2 lifts. X being the 
highest weight of the usual representation 7~ of n, we compute 
Notice that a factor of 2 enters into the calculation. In this particularly simple 
situation, we see that the polynomial 1P + X*Y*, when restricted to Z, 
’ For this last step, cf., Ibid. (footnote 4), Section 2, No. 5. 
6 See T. A. SPKINCER and R. STEINBERG, Conjugacy classes, in “Seminar on Algebraic 
Groups and Related Finite Groups,” Lecture Notes in Math. No. 131, Springer- 
Verlag, Berlin, 1970 (II, 3.17’). 
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already yields (without resort to induction) the W-invariant polynomial 
f1*‘( :m x2) on I). Next we rewrite the polynomial as a tensor 
symmetrize to (I-I’: (3: II*) mr $(X* & l’+ -1 I-* r& S”), and then revert to 
the Chevalley basis before mapping into ///. The upshot is that we get 
H” mF X1 4 4YX, a “Casimir element” in K which maps to H” - 2E-i under 
p, then to N2 -- 1 under y. The lifting process may be summarized as follows: 
4. I'R~~ECTIVE K~~DULES 
‘I’he projective # modules are just the direct sums of the PI1I’s (which 
are the only indecomposable projectives) [7, Section 561. It is clear that if Jl 
is indecomposable and P -+ M -+ 0 is a prqjective covcr, then a sum of 
PIAI’S from the Savze block already maps onto 11. Since every /// module 
has a projective cover, we deduce from Theorems 2.3 and 3.1: 
THEOREM 4. I . [f p >- Coseter number of L5’, then <fill is an indecomposable 
%’ module, all composition factors qf AI have highest weights which are linked. 
This has been conjectured (with no special restriction on p) for the 
corresponding algebraic group G by Verma; in Section 5 below WC shall see 
how to obtain that result from Theorem 4.1. Pollack’s study of type -J1 
confirms Theorem 4.1 directly [lo], and Braden’s conclusions [3, 41 are 
highly consistent with it. (The restrictions placed on p by Pollack and Braden 
amount to the hypothesis p >- h.) In view of Theorem 2.2, the conclusion of 
4.1 is “best possible.” 
In the rest of this section we shall be concerned with describing more 
explicitly the PIM’s of @. The results we obtain generalize Pollack’s theorems 
for A, [lo]. As an auxiliary tool we determine the projective modules for Jlr 
(or Jr“‘) and for the subalgebra ~8’ of S! generated by 2 and JV’ (:8’ is the 
u algebra of 11 + It’). Then we combine this information with earlier facts 
about the standard cyclic modules 2, . 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Projective A’ modules are free (so JP” is its own unique 
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PIM). Mooreoael, every projective ~2 module is projective as ,c” module; in 
particular, each PINI of ?/ has dimension divisible by p”’ = dim N (m = number 
of positive roots). 
Proof. .A^ has a basis consisting of 1 along with the other monomials 
Sjl ‘. X$7 (0 < i, ( p). So JV is a local ring, with unique maximal two-sided 
ideal (=- radical) spanned by the latter collection of nilpotents (cf., [6, 
1.2.11). It follows by a standard argument [7, p. 383, exercise 21 that every 
(finite-dimensional) projective N module is free. Now # is evidently a free 
A” module, with &” basis consisting of the standard basis monomials not 
involving S, ,..., -Y,,, Therefore any PI11 of ‘// is projective as .,$*-module, 
hence free as ..l“-module by the first part of the proposition. (2.I3.D. 
This is analogous to a classical theorem on group algebras of finite groups 
[7, 65.171. We observe that only the Steinberg module (as PIhI) can have 
dimension as small as p’“; other PM’s are strictly larger, for reasons which 
xv-ill become apparent later. One other remark: If we replace J1- by ,$ ” in 
Proposition 4.2, the resulting statement is obviously true, and if in addition we 
replace i// bJ- .A’ in the second part of the proposition, we again have a true 
statement (the proof goes through as before). 
I~KOPOSITION 4.3. Every prqjective Y/ module is also projective as .Y?’ module. 
The PM’s of .d’ are just the p’ distinct modules Z, (A E A) viewed as 2’ modules, 
each occurring in .ti’ with multiplicity one and in Vl with multiplicity p”‘. 
Proof. For the first assertion, it suffices to show that /I/ itself is projective 
as .&’ module. \Ve shall show how to write ?/ as direct sum of various 
.$/I’ modules Z, , and then conclude by proving the second assertion. To begin 
Lvith, .Y is a commutative semisimple associative algebra (semisimple because, 
as noted in Section 3, IZi” -=m Hi rules out nilpotents). ‘The left regular 
representation of Z then decomposes into the direct sum of p’ (- 1 dim 2) 
one-dimensional representations, each given by a K-algebra homomorphism 
.X -Z K, or equivalently, by a restricted representation 1) --* K. The latter 
is given by a linear function A, which must satisfy h(H,) == A(li,“) -~I X(H,)“; 
in other words, h t A, A being the set of all linear functions on 1~ whose 
values at the 15; lie in the prime field of K. Let IV, ,..., WQ (p -= p’) he a basis 
for H corresponding to the above decomposition; for fixed j, the span T, of 
all IT;1 ... 1%7W[, 0 < i, -< p, is evidently a .M submodule of .a’, isomorphic 
to the A’ module Z,j (where X is the linear function corresponding to 
It’,; : ZZH’, = h(H)W, for E-I E b). ‘LI I oreover, 9’ is obviouslv the direct sum 
of the T, ,j = 1 ,..., q. Now, if we take a fixed product Xi1 ... xi;; and multiply 
T, by it on the right, we get another (left) ~8’ submodule of Jld isomorphic to 
T, /)/ is clearly the direct sum of these :B’ submodules (each T, being a 
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summand p”’ times). Now, finally, the remark following Proposition 4.2 
shows that each PIRI of 28’ has dimension divisible byp’“, which forces the i”, 
to be PIJl’s. By a general property of Frobenius algebras [7, 61.131, each PJYI 
of 2’ occurs as many times as the degree of its top composition factor (i.c., 
once), which forces all the Ir, to be distinct. Since there are p’ of them, each 
Z, (A ~~4) must occur precisely once as PIM of -2’ (and p”’ times in the 
decomposition of ‘I/). This completes the proof. 
Remark. ‘I-he decomposition of the left regular representation of -2 
used in the proof of 4.3 can in fact be written down explicitly, although wc 
did not need to do so. Suitable orthogonal idempotents are constructed b! 
G. 11. Kielscn.’ 
Proposition 4.3 gives us a method for studying the PIAI’s l”, of /I/ (a method 
which seems to underlie Pollack’s study of AI). The idea is to show that the 
composition factors of c’,, are precisely those of the various /I/-~zorEules Z,A 
which enter into the decomposition of ( ;,, as W-nzo&/e. For this we shall i-cl\ 
heavily on the fact (Proposition 1.5) that ZU has a unique (up to scalars) 
minimal vector, viz., the coset of I-[-’ ... I.:.-1 (1, ,..., I’?,, taken in ant 
fixed order). For convenience wc fix the following notation: e, and fiL are 
rcspcctively the maximal and the minimal vector in ZU given by the cosets of 
1 I-“-’ ‘1’ I~~,~‘. If .x E I ~,, is a vector of Tveight /L whose annihilator in c/f ” '1 
is 0 (i.e., such that .&“.Y has dimension p”‘, hence is isomorphic to tllc 
.A”’ module ZJ, we call .Y ;L spe&l. It is enough to check \vhether or not 
I.“.’ ... l-“-1.x is zero (bp Proposition I .5): The annihilator of s in .A ” is a 
lek idcal, i&cc (if nonzero) contains some element annihilated by all I- E L I ” 
under left multiplication. Next, \vrite ( .,, C, h,$,,Z,, as A’ module; let 
fnu (resp. d,,J mm multiplicity of JZ,, as composition factor of l’,, (rcsp. ;I,,), 
viewed as /// modules. Let B, C‘, and I) be the corresponding p’ p’ matrices 
of integers (C is the “Cat-tan matrix” of ‘// [7, p. 5931). 
THEOREM 4.4. c,’ -~ BIl. 
Proof. This will be carried out in several steps. 
Step (i). Consider a fixed .a’ summand .A’“‘e, of CT,, \5’e ask how close it 
comes to being a W submodule: Clearly the action of the Xi is crucial. 
Suppose eiL lies in the ‘I/ submodule of rrA generated by all X,e,, (i = I ,..., WI). 
Then e,, must be a K linear combination of linearly independent “monomials” 
of two sorts (each having weight p): 
’ G. RI. NIELSEX, “-1 determination of the minimal right ideals in the enveloping 
algebra of a Lie algebra of classical type,” Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 
1963. See also R. D.POLLKK, “Restricted Lie algebras of bounded type,” Dissertation, 
Yale University, 1967. 
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(I) Y$ ... YkX+ ... X$V, , not all i, = 0, not all j, = 0; 
(II) lyp ... X$, , not allj, = 0. 
Bv Lemma 1.4, Yf-’ ... Yf‘-’ kills all terms of type (I), so applying this 
element of ./t” to our expression for e, , we see that the summand x involving 
terms of type (II) must be nonzero and must in fact be p special, generating a 
9 submodule of type Z, whose minimal vector is againf, . Now x has the 
form Xe, , where X E rad JV, because the standard basis elements of A’ 
(other than 1) span rad .N (cf., proof of 4.2). Consider all vectors x of the 
form Xe,, (X E rad JV) which are ,U special with minimal vectorf, . We take x 
from this collection such that for all Zr’ in rad N, S’x is not in the collection, 
which is possible because radJV‘ is nilpotent. Then two things are clear: 
First, .T does not lie in the ?/ submodule ;%’ of En generated by all S(zi, since 
otherwise we could carry out the preceding argument (for my) and replace it 
by something of the form X’s for X’ in rad N. Second, no p-special vector 
in AI can generate a copy of ZU in 112 whose minimal vector coincides with 
f,,; to set this, write such a vector as linear combination of terms of types 
(I) and (II), and observe that after applying I;“-’ ... YIZ-’ we would get f,‘ 
on]>- if the summand of type (II) were of the form 9’.~, S’ in rad .A -. 
Step (ii). Start with an arbitrary decomposition of C’, as direct sum of 
copies of various .&‘-modules 2, . If each summand is replaced in the manner 
prescribed by Step (i), we claim that the resulting sum is again direct (hence 
it again spans (“n as well). Otherwise, we could write a dependence relation, 
then apply elements of N’ systematically until we arc left with a nontrival 
dependence relation among certain minimal vectors, which by Proposition 1.5 
are still the original minimal vectors, but this is absurd since the latter arc 
linearly independent. 
For later use we record here a related remark: Suppose Jt “e, is one of our 
direct summands. If x is an arbitrary vector of weight p, not ,A special, then 
clearly r,, + N is p special and yields f, again as minimal vector (since 
I”‘-l ... 1X:-‘.v = 0). The argument above can be used to show that replace- 1 
ment of A“‘P,~ b!- M’(E,~ $ x) does not disturb the directness of the sum. 
(\ye do not, however, claim that e, + s will have the special “maximal” 
character of e,, as in the choice made in Step (i).) 
Step (iii). Fix a modified decomposition of VA as in Step (ii), and let 
.,l“‘e, 7:~ P bc a typical summand. If M denotes the # submodule of C’, 
generated by all X,e, , then clearly N = M + P is a & submodule. By our 
choice of e, (Step (i)), 0 f lV/:U is standard cyclic of weight CL, generated 
by e,, + M. According to the standard criterion for multiplicity of composition 
factors in terms of intertwining [7, Section 541, there exists a %-module 
homomorphism (b : [I,, - hT whose composite with 4 : A+ hJjAZ has image 
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not contained in the (unique) maximal submodule (i.e., such that the com- 
posite map UL, * AT% N/M z% M, is onto). On the other hand, 
recall from Section 1 the existence of a map = from L’,, onfo Z,L; pick a weight 
vector e t UU of weight p which maps onto a generator of Z, under n (so, in 
particular, e is p special). Evidently, for arzy @-homomorphism l,-,, -3% JJJL , 
e must map to a maximal vector of ;W,, , since C;, has a unique maximal 
submodule (and e can’t be in it). This implies, in particular, that 
#(4(e)) 2= $(e,J, so that 4(e) eu -4 .x for some vector s E ;ld (of weight 11). 
By the choice of e, (Step (i)), y = \-i’~+’ ... lYj:P1~v is nof a nonzero multiple of 
fiA . Therefore, +(L;“-’ ‘.’ JTiZ-le) =m~ I-/-” ... 1.:,1-14(e) f, -+- J’ L 0; this 
means that d(e) is ,M special in AJ’, whence we obtain the ‘l/-r~~&lr Z,‘ as 
subhomomorphic image of i ‘,, I:xplicitly, + induces a hijection 
Two cases must now be distinguished: 
Case (a): Y 2s not IL special. In this case, as remarked in Step (ii), we may 
replace e, by e,, ;- x without disturbing our direct sum. 
Case (b): .x is I-L special. Let JI, be the 4/ submodule of -11 generated by 
all X,x. Suppose x t A/l, , and write it in the form or -.J- x1 as linear combina- 
tion of vectors of weight p involving, respectively, terms of types (I) and (II) 
relative to .X (cf., Step (i)). E VI en y s, is p special, while zr is not, and ‘d tl 
E,, x = (e,, A- z,) $ X, Now .x1 t 31, , and a repetition of this procedure 
leads to .vr = + 1 .~a , etc. Nilpotency of rad .A’ assures us that n-e ev-entuallp 
find si not belonging to the I// submodule generated by all XTils, . JIoreover, 
Zl -I- +~ u”, is evidently not p special. Char@ng notation, wc conclude that 
e -I- .Y (e, -I- x1) s, , where x1 E JI is p special but does not belong to 
the 9/ submodule M, of .2f generated by- all X,x, , and where or t .I1 is not 
p special. (In particular, M, is properly contained in IU.) Xow .l/:,\f, is 
standard cyclic of weight /L, generated by .x, ;- il1r . Accordingly, WC‘ can find 
a IIC-module homomorphism (br : Cyril l :I1 with +i(e) - X, --. .x2 for some 
x2 E df, Thus (4 - &)(e) : (e,, + Z,) -~- X2 . \\:e novv repeat the whole 
process, with -sa in place of s and + ~ 4, in place of 4: The only change is 
the addition of zr to e, , which we carry along. The module -II, in which s2 
lies is strictly smaller than the module M in which x lies; this makes it 
clear that we come eventually to the following situation: d, : l-66 --f -V, 
4(e) -:m (eu + 2) Yam X, z E ~14 not p special, s E M u special, and all S,.Y 0. 
Now x’ generates a #-submodule Q of 111 isomorphic to ZU;; since Q is already 
standard cyclic, we use the earlier map r to obtain a /I(-homomorphism 
4’ : 1 ‘U + Q sending P to N. Finally, (4 ~~ C’)(e) 7 e + 2. 
In either Case (a) or Case (b), me can now USC the remark in Step (ii) to 
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replace e, by, respectively, e, + .Y, e, + x, without disturbing directness of 
sum, and the latter element is d(e) for suitable 4 : L$ + 2%‘. 
Step (iv). We showed in Step (iii) how to construct, for each (revised) 
summand .A”e a homomorphism of a submodule of Z’,, onto 2, which maps 
“1 “e,‘ l-l ontoUiW . R e erring again to the multiplicity criterion in terms of f 
intertwining numbers, we see that each composition factor of Z,jA gets 
accounted for in one of these subhomomorphic images Z, (and it gets counted 
the right number of times, due to the directness of our 9’ module decomposi- 
tion, which assures linear independence over K of the various maps ZT,, ---+ Zr,, 
one needs to consider). This shows that C = Bll, as required. Q.E.D. 
In order to obtain precise information about dimensions, we need to 
assume now that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds. It is clear that Tr(ad X) = 0 
for all S E !1 (look at the Chevalley basis); so Schue’s theorem [ 1 l] says that # 
is a symmetric algebra, which in turn implies that C is a symmetric matrix.* 
Kow let dim Z’,, 2 n,p”‘. Because of Theorem 4.1 (along with Theorem 4.4), 
the IZ,, A’-summands Z,, of CT,, satisfy p A A. Theorem 2.2 asserts that each 
of these ZLL’s. as ?/ module, has the same composition factors, or in other 
words, (I,,,‘ ~ ~t,‘,~ whenever h hp. Accordingly, cn,, 1 nhduu; by symmetry 
of C, this also equals nwdn,, . We conclude that for h and ,U in the same linkage 
class, T?,, d,,, = n,,‘d,,, is a rational constant, to be denoted c1,, . The most 
obvious constant attached to a linkage class is its cardinality, and indeed, we 
shall pro\-c that this is the value of c,, 
‘rHEORE?d 4.5. Assume that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds. Then 
zce have C = tL) n, dim CF,, --- a,d,,,p”‘, and dim B,, -: aAp21’i(a,, -1 
cnrdinality of the linkage class of X). 
Proof. \Vhenever the .g’-module 2, occurs as direct summand in a block 
l3, of I)/, we get a minimal vector of weight 
in turn, this weight uniquely determines CL. Now, by considering minimal in 
place of maximal vectors (which of course requires us to replace p by -p), it 
is clear that all weights of minimal vectors occurring in a given block must 
be “linked”; in turn, we deduce that p must be linked to A. But we saw earlier 
(Proposition 4.3) that 2, occurs p”’ times as a 9Y’ summand of %, and since 
all these occurrences must be in the same block B, , we get dim B, = a, p”‘pl’, 
8 C. NESBITT, Regular representations of algebras, Ann. Muth. 39 (1938), 634-658, 
Theorem 8. 
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uA being the cardinality of the class of h. As we remarked before the statement 
of Theorem 4.5, dim Zi,, = ci,, dA,p7” with d, constant on the linkage class. 
VY is Frobenius, so by general principles [7, 61.131, C,, occurs in its block 
m,, mm7 dim nfA times; thus the total contribution of L’A to the dimension of 
B, is ~,,wz, d,,,,p”‘. Summing over the linkage class, and using the fact that the 
sum of the m, d,,, is dim 2, = p’“, wc get dim B,, = ci,,~‘~‘p”~. Comparing 
this with the previous equation, we conclude that a”,, == a, as desired. Finally, 
the equation C = fD D (or B tD) is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 4.4, along with the above calculations. 
Kenzavk. The equation C = ID D resembles the well-known theorem of 
Brauer-Nesbitt for modular group algebras [7, 83.91, although our matrix 11 
is not a “decomposition matrix” in the same sense as theirs. One cannot expect 
too strong an analogy here; for example, our matrix C has determinant 0, 
whereas the Cartan matrix of a modular group algebra has determinant 
equal to a power ofp [7, 84.171 
5. INDECOMPOSABLE G-iLIODULI~S 
In this section we shall prove the analog of Theorem 4.1 for G. Recall that 
G is the simply-connected Chevalley group of type gc; this choice of G insures 
that g is precisely the Lie algebra of G [ 15, p. 641, which is not always the 
case when G is (say) of adjoint type. Then G has a (unique) maximal torus 7 
whose Lit algebra is h, and elements of the group X(T) of rational characters 
of 7’ have as differentials the linear functions in /I. The statement that G is 
simply-connected is equivalent to the statement that X(T) is the full lattice fl,, 
of weights. For convenience, we shall regard /l as a subset of the dominant 
weights in /I,; but when we regard X E /I,, as a function on 1) we shall now 
write A, to avoid confusion. It is obvious that the theorem stated below will 
carry- over to any smaller group in the isogeny class of G; but it should be kept 
in mind that, for such groups, not every dominant /\ E fl, need be the highest 
weight of an irreducible Zinea~ representation (only of a pvojhue one). 
Let us compare weights for G and $1. Obviously, x ~~~ ii iff X c” (mod P) 
in /I, . This allows us to define an equivalence relation on il,, by: h h p 
iff X -CL (linkage in the scnsc of Section 2). Now each dominant h t /I,, has 
a unique expression h L-X,, +pX, -1. I.. -; !“A,<, where all hi~/l. It follows 
at once that ;\ N p iff h, ,- p0 iff A,, -. p,, 
For dominant h E /I,, , let 12fA be the irreducible G module of highest 
weight h. According to Steinberg’s tensor product theorem [I, Theorem 7.5; 
14, Section 5; 15, Section 121 we have L?l,, isomorphic to 
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where X = A, + ph, + ... $ pkA,; as above and where the superscripts refer 
to a certain twisting. MA has as maximal vector ‘u == z0 @ V~ @ ... @ Q, 
where each zi is maximal of weight Xi in the irreducible G module A3, . 
The tensor product construction makes it obvious that for MA viewed hs 
(restricted) g module, u is a maximal vector of weight A,, , because taking 
differentials kills the pth powers. Therefore, M,,” is a 9 composition factor 
of 53, . 
On the other hand, any irreducible G module is automatically completely 
reducible as g module (a fact pointed out to me by I). J. Winter): Take any 
irreducible g submodule, then the sum of its G translates will be a G-stable 
submodule (hence the entire module) and at the same time will be a (direct) 
sum of irreducible g modules. Aloreover, any two of these g modules must be 
isomorphic: this follows as in the argument of Curtis [6, pp. 315, 3181, 
where he considers the effect of the standard unipotcnt generators of G (01 
close enough relative), using (respectively) maximal and minimal vectors in 
the g modules. From the preceding paragraph we now conclude that JI,, 
as g module is a direct sum of copies of AT,,,, . 
One further connection between G and g must bc recalled before we reach 
our theorem. Elements of $1, and hence also of #, act as left invariant 
differential operators on the affine algebra R[G] of G [13, Section 11, i.e., 
commute with left translation by elements of G. Those elements of i)/ which 
also commute with right translations induce inewiant difJeerentia1 operators. 
Now the adjoint representation of G on g yields a rational action of G on ‘// 
(as K-algebra automorphisms), and clearly the fixed points of J)/ under G 
yield invariant differential operators. Moreover, since ad is the differential of 
A-ld, it is immediate that these elements of W lie in % (although the reverse 
inclusion is doubtful). As a group of automorphisms of ?/, hence of %, 
G must permute the (uniquely determined) orthogonal idempotents 
(Section 0) which span the unique FVedderburn complement V0 to rad %. Rut 
G is connected, and the group of such permutations is finite, hence the action 
of G on X,, must in fact be trivial. This shows that % contains “sufficientlv 
man!;” G invariants. 
THEOREM 5. I. Assume that the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 holds. Then if X 
is an indecomposable (rational) G module, the highest wezjqhts qf any two composi- 
tion factors of M aye linked in A, . 
Proof. According to 3.1 and the preceding remarks, we have h N IL ifF 
4, - CL0 iff xfo = xc, . So X + p implies WC: can find C E E at which xx, and 
,yp, take distmct nonzero values. From the discussion above, we see that C 
may be assumed to be G invariant. Now one can repeat almost verbatim the 
arguments of Springer [13, 3.3 and 4.5-4.81 to complete the proof, since 
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those arguments require only that we be able to produce a G invariant whose 
eigenvalues on certain modules are distinct. (Springer considered only the 
specific choice: C == Casimir element.) 
6. DEFECT OF A BLOCK 
One can introduce the notion of “defect” of a block B of I)/ as follows 
(by analogy with the definition for modular group algebras): Let 11 : smallest 
integer such that p’” is the full power of p dividing dim VA (in which case vie 
write p-dim VA = n) for h E fl such that ;lfA belongs to B; then d :: MZ --- n 
is called the defect of B. The block of the Steinberg module is the unique 
block of defect 0, clearly. 
We can use Weyl’s formula (in char 0) to investigate this notion more 
closely. Let fl, be the full weight lattice of the (irreducible) root system X, 
as in Section 5. Then write (A, u? = 2(X, a)/(oi, a) for X E /I,, , a E z’. (This is 
always an integer.) According to \Veyl’s formula, 
where the integers in the final denominator depend only on S. Recall [2. 
p. 2841 that ,Z has a unique highest root xiz, nisi, where (xi ~2~) + 1 h 
(the Coxeter number). Since p = &, Xi and (Xi , cx,? := Sri, it follows that 
0 < ip, a> < h for all 01 > 0. Similarly, if h t fl (/l viewed here as a subset 
of the dominant weights in /lo), then 0 i: (X -1. p, n\ < ph for all !x :- 0. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let p > h and h t: fl. Then p-dim C, is equal to the 
number of re$ections in W jixing X -t p (oiewed as element of A). 
Proof. It is well known that all reflections in TV are with respect to roots, 
and of course we need only consider positive roots. Let 01 > 0; then, in /I,, V 
we have 
(A + p)“* = h .I.- p - (A + p, a/a. 
The assumption p > h easily implies that, in il, , N f 0 (modp) for all 
OL E X.9 Then we see that in /l, (,I + p)“a = X + p if and only if p divides the 
integer (/I $ p, a>. On the other hand, p > h implies ih -1 p, a> < p2 by 
our above remarks, so no higher power ofp could divide (X + p, a). Similarly, 
9 Indeed, p 1 2 will do for A, , and for all other types p + 2, 3 is adequate: cf., 
J. E. HUMPHREYS, “Algebraic groups and modular Lie algebras,” Amer. Math. Sot. 
Mem. 71 (1967), Lemma 3.2. 
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no ::p, 01‘: is divisible by p; so we conclude from Weyl’s formula that 
p-dim V;, is as stated. 
COROLLARK 6.2. Let p > h. Then h k p in A impliesp-dim V,, = p-dim G,. 
Proof. The number of reflections fixing h T p in A is evidently the same 
as the number fixing TV -+ p (=(A + p)” f or some CT E W), so the corollary 
follows from Proposition 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let p > II. If h E A, then p-dim LYA -< p-dim M,, . 
Proof. It is customary to partially order A, by the relation: A < p iff 
X ~ p Zcciai , where the c, are all nonnegative integers. We enlarge this 
relation by requiring only that c, be nonnegative rational numbers, thereby 
allowing more pairs of weights to be compared. Because of the assumption 
p >- h, all composition factors of T;i,, have highest weights which are linked 
(Propositions 1. I and 1.2, Theorem 4. I), and except for the highest weight h 
of the top composition factor Al,, , all such weights are dominant in A,, 
but lower than X in the (usual) partial ordering. But such a weight might fail 
to he in 11 (see example below)! Nonetheless, we proceed to prove the theorem 
by using induction on the (enlarged) partial order and taking as our starting 
point the obvious fact that for X :- 0, L’, :- ,%I0 satisfies Theorem 6.3. It 
must be noted here that every dominant weight is a nonnegative rational 
combination of the simple roots (consult the lists in [2], for example). We 
also use this fact as follows. Suppose a dominant weight p ?zot in A occurs as 
highest weight of a composition factor of VA . Using the notation of Section 5, 
P p,, ppl + p& + .... But all the pL are dominant, so we see that 
P --- Ilo is a nonnegative rational combination of the simple roots, i.e., 
/L(, -< p. IYe showed in Section 5 that -VU , as g module, is just a direct sum 
of copies of the g-module ;\rl,,” , so any power of p dividing the dimension of 
the latter surely divides the dimension of the former. But our induction 
hypothesis tells us that p-dim b-U0 =ZG< p-dim ,lfU0. If, on the other hand, !L is 
alreadv in A, we get a similar statement by direct appeal to the induction 
hypothesis. Kow, in either case, the weight p0 or p is linked to A, so 
Corollary 6.2 implies that p-dim L’ ,, =- p-dim C;, (or p-dim VU). Combining 
these arguments, we conclude that each compos;tion factor of L?,, below the 
top one has dimension divisible by at least the power of p dividing dim r;,, . 
I<\-idently this forces the same to be true for ,W, . QED. 
Consider again the definition of “defect” of a block R, p > h. Among all 
weights h E A belonging to the block B, choose one for which p-dim TTn is as 
small as possible, and let A be minimal in our partial order relative to this 
property. Then an examination of the preceding proof shows at once that 
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p-dim LT,, = p-dim MA for this choice of A. Accordingly, we could have 
defined defect more intrinsically by looking just at the dimensions of the AZ,, . 
(This is similar to the situation for modular group algebras [7, 86.51.) 
EXAMPLE. Take the root system G, , w-ith p I 1. If uI is the short simple 
root, set h = 7X, + IOX, . Then the dominant weight EL 15x, 7 2x, occurs 
in ITA, since A - p my 8(a, $ 01~) and the length of the corresponding weight 
string is (A, a, 4 a,> -1 1 38. If 0 is reflection relative to 01, L aq , the 
condition (p + p)” :m X it p (mod 1 I) IS satisfied. This makes p a possible 
candidate for highest u-eight of a G-composition factor of rr,, (‘Theorem %I), 
even though IL $ A.“’ 
7. CONCLUDING REMAKKS AND EXAMPLES 
(1) 1Vhenever its conclusion is valid, Theorem 4. I strengthens considerably 
the criterion developed by Curtis for the equality dim V,, dim &f,, .ll 
Namely, VA _ i1ZA whenever no dominant weight p f h in C’,, satisfies a 
congruence X + p m-1 (p -;- p)” (mod p) in A,, hence whenever no corrc- 
sponding congruence holds between the lengths of X + p and p -A- p (suitabl> 
normalized). Recently, W. J. Wong12 has devised a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the equality dim J,,, dim AT,, , based on divisibility byp of a 
certain discriminant. However, this condition can be quite laborious to check. 
(2) It might be interesting to define “vertex” and “source” of an arbitrar! 
indecomposablc q/ module, by analogy with the case of modular group 
algebras [7, Section 651. In order to do this, however, one needs to understand 
better the structure of induced modules for -?/. 
(3) In order to decide how far our theorems go in case p is not bigger than 
the Coseter number, it is important to look at low ranks for small primes. 
Take type =I, , p == 2. Here there are only two linkage classes; the one 
corresponding to the Steinberg module yields an entire block (as always), so 
the remaining class is relegated to a second block. So all the results of 
Sections 3--6 carry over to this case. The two-dimensional (Steinberg) module 
is just the usual representation, and it gets repeated twice in ‘?/. The trivial 
module occurs twice in Z0 and four times in its PIlL’I, which only occurs once 
in #. 
I” Remark: Here p :m: 1 I is greater than the Coxeter number h 6. 
I1 See [5, Theorem I]. This criterion is also deducible under less stringent restric- 
tions on p from [13, Corollary 4.81. 
Is IV. J. WONG, “Representations of Chemlley groups in characteristic p,” C-nil-. 
of Notre Dame preprint. 
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Kext consider the case of d, , p = 2. Here there are two linkage classes; 
as in the preceding example, this forces existence of two blocks, which is 
enough to make Sections 3-5 go through. The four irreducible modules in 
characteristic 0 whose highest weights are restricted all remain irreducible 
mod 2.‘” Besides the trivial module, we have two three-dimensional modules 
(the usual representation and its dual) and the eight-dimensional Steinberg 
module (adjoint representation). 
The case of -&, p = 3, is more complicated. There are four linkage 
classes, which we group together in Table I, abbreviating rX, $ sX, by (F, s). 
7’.4BI,E I 
ITeight h 
(0, 0) 
(1, 1) 
(13 0) 
(0, 2) 
(2, 1) 
(0, 1) 
GO) 
(1, 2) 
(2, 2) 
dim ITA 
I 
8 
3 
6 
15 
3 
6 
15 
27 
All modules except the adjoint representation module $1 (highest weight 
(1,l)) apparently have the same dimension as in characteristic 0, thus pinning 
down all d,\,, for the last three linkage classes. There are, in any case, cxactl) 
four blocks (making the results of Sections 3-5 valid here): The center of $1 
provides us with an “extra” invariant of degree 1, which along with the usual 
Casimir element of degree 2 generates the semisimple part of %. 
(4) By way of illustrating Sections 3-6, we list below some data for =1, when 
p =m: 5, a case which is covered by our theorems. The computation of the 
matrix D (Theorem 4.5) is already a bit tricky in this simple case, and no 
algorithm suggests itself in general. Linkage classes are grouped together in 
Table II. Weyl’s formula yields dim I/‘,, , while Braden’s work [3] vields 
dim Il1,, Theorems 2.2 and 4.1 (with Proposition I .5) and some easv 
diophantine equations determine the d,,,, . 
(5) It would be very desirable to find a proof for Theorem 3.1 not requiring 
any special condition on p. It would also be interesting to devise an algorithm 
I8 Use, for example, the fact that a module all of whose weights arc W’ conjugate 
must ramin irreducible mod p for all p [l, 5.121. 
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Weight X dim VA 
(0, 0) 
(LO) 
(0, 2) 
(17 3) 
(3, 1) 
(3-3) 
(l?O) 
(0, 1) 
(1, 1) 
(2, 2) 
(2, 31 
(3, 2) 
(0, 3) 
(4,W 
(3,4) 
(3,O) 
(0,4) 
(4, 3) 
(I>3 
(4,l) 
(2,4) 
CL I) 
(I,41 
(4, 2) 
(4, 4) 
6 6 
6 6 
'4 I8 
24 I8 
64 63 
3 3 
3 3 
8 8 
21 I9 
42 39 
42 39 
IO 
I5 
90 
IO 
IS 
90 
IO 
I5 
90 
IO 
I5 
90 
15 I5 
35 35 
60 60 
I5 15 
35 35 
60 60 
I25 125 
dim ,W,, 
I 
I 
for determining the matrix D, but at this point there seems to hc no good 
reason to expect a workable algorithm to exist. Finally, the problem of 
finding a \Veyl character formula in characteristic p seems to be as open as 
ever; does there, for example, exist any “reasonable” formula for dim M,, 
(A E A) comparable to Weyl’s formula in characteristic O? 
For several useful conversations I uish to thank B. Braden, N. Burgoync, C. \V. 
Curtis. ‘I‘. A. Springer, and R. Wilson. 
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